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McCarthy & Stone Retirement Lifestyles Ltd 
Matter 4 

 
 
EXAMINATION OF WAVENEY LOCAL PLAN  
 
MATTER 4 – SUPPLY OF HOUSING LAND 
 

1. This Hearing Statement is made for and on behalf of the McCarthy & Stone 
Retirement Lifestyles Ltd. It should be read in conjunction with our 
representations to the pre-submission Local Plan consultation dated 23rd May 
2018. 
 

2. As the market leader in the provision of retirement housing for sale to the 
elderly, McCarthy and Stone considers that with its extensive experience in 
providing development of this nature it is well placed to provide informed 
comments on the Draft Waveney Local Plan, insofar as it affects or relates to 
housing for the elderly.  

 
4.2 Is the mix of housing allocation sites in terms of their size, justified 
and effective? 

 
3. The Draft Local Plan places significant reliance on the delivery of large 

allocation sites to meet the identified housing need. For example three 
allocations (WLP2.4, WLP2.13 and WLP2.16) are seeking to provide almost 
3,000 dwellings between them.  
 

4. We do recognise the fact that well planned, large allocation sites can be an 
effective way for planning future growth, however it is important that growth is 
delivered in a manner that meets all identified housing needs.  

 
5. The Plan’s identified housing need includes the requirement for 1,197 new 

sheltered and extra care housing units during the plan period. The strategy for 
delivering this provision is focused on providing this type of accommodation 
within these large allocation sites in the hope the market will deliver. We do not 
consider this strategy to be effective. Retirement housing is generally not well 
suited to large urban extensions unless well served by a range of services and 
facilities. It is not apparent from the evidence in the plan as to at what stage in 
the phasing of these developments facilities will be delivered. It is also not clear 
whether the range of new facilities provided will be sufficient to meet the needs 
of the retirement housing market.  
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6. Given the complexities associated with implementing large development 
schemes, there is a real risk the gap between the supply and demand for 
specialist housing will widen even further during the plan period, placing 
even greater strain on health and social care services. For example draft 
allocation WLP2.13 (North Lowestoft Garden Village) is not expected to start 
until after 2026.  

 
7. We do not consider the mix of housing allocation sites to be effective in 

meeting the identified need for specialist housing for older people. 
Overreliance is placed on the delivery of large allocation sites which will 
result in a serious shortfall in specialist accommodation for the elderly which 
will have a knock on effect in meeting the housing needs of the whole area 
and wider policy objectives.  

 
8. There is an opportunity to facilitate the delivery of specialist housing by 

identifying more suitable sites and locations for the delivery of older persons 
accommodation within existing or new housing site allocations.   

 
 


